Industry-owned system to maximize revenue
– and margin – from your interactive content
ViewPass is envisioned as a ubiquitous, flexible and customer friendly system to help publishers extract
the greatest possible value from their online and mobile content, enabling them to potentially triple the
profits they generate from their interactive initiatives.
Owned and governed by publishers, ViewPass will be branded and marketed to consumers as a simple,
convenient way to view valuable content across a wide variety of interactive media and platforms.
Consumers will interact with ViewPass in the familiar environment of existing publisher websites. Behind
the scenes, ViewPass will authorize access to content and then process and clear payments, distributing
the proceeds to the rightful publisher(s).
The chief differentiator for ViewPass is that it will not just increase revenues for publishers but also
significantly improve their bottom lines. With ViewPass organized as an industry-owned system, margins
and profit that otherwise would go to third parties will go instead to the participating publishers.
Industry ownership also will put publishers in control of a key technology platform vital to their success,
enhance their negotiating leverage with third-party ad networks, and speed consumer adoption.
To maximize distribution and constructively discourage copyright abuse, publishers should consider
deploying ViewPass not only among newspapers but also across all interactive media, ranging from the
largest print and broadcast partners to the smallest blogs.
Flexible system provides multiple paths to monetization
ViewPass will support a wide variety of methods for charging for content, enabling publishers to
maximize revenues by fully controlling their merchandise mix in each market they serve.
Where appropriate, publishers will be able to charge for articles, subscriptions and/or bundles of
content. To address the concern that many consumers may rebel against pay walls, ViewPass also gives
publishers the option of letting users “pay” for content with time or information rather than just cash.
But the greatest value of the system will be its ability to significantly improve the performance of
behaviorally targeted advertising to drive premium rates and higher revenues.
In addition to leveraging the demographic information and preferences gathered from customers when
they register with ViewPass, the system will track and correlate each individual’s reading behavior as she
moves among the various affiliated sites.
ViewPass will work with the ad networks used by publishers today. The enhanced behavioral and
demographic data captured by ViewPass (and owned by the industry) will provide those networks with
superior targeting for each page view, enabling them to serve higher-value ads.
Our analysis shows that higher rates from improved data, coupled with industry ownership, could
triple gross margins from the present level.
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Positive approach to copyright protection
The ViewPass system not only will facilitate copyright protection but also enable publishers to crosslicense content and share the revenue from the resulting page views.
To support its behavior-tracking system, ViewPass will catalogue the content carried by each
participating publisher, making it easy for a partner like Attributor to detect wrongful use of copyrighted
content by another publisher.
The chief benefit, however, will be to provide a strong incentive to participating publishers – including
blogs – to protect each other’s content to maximize the value of every page view.
Capital-efficient and fast-to-market
We understand that time-to-market is critical, closely followed by cost. And we have a solution.
Employing the rapid-development approach widely used by technology start-ups, the ViewPass system
can be launched within nine months for a total investment of approximately $6 million. We represent a
team of Silicon Valley veterans who understand the relevant technologies and have experience
delivering successful consumer and enterprise products on limited budgets under demanding deadlines.
The initial phase will cost $500,000 and last two months, during which the specifications and technical
architecture for the ViewPass system will be finalized. In parallel, the legal, financial and organizational
requirements necessary to launch, operate and govern the organization would be established.
The cost would be shared among a core group of founding publishers who would gain a permanent,
preferred share in the future profits of the venture.
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